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Fig. 8.24: (a) Traces from the buried object. (b) Scans from the buried object. —— 321

Fig. 9.1: Network topologies. (a) bus, (b) star, (c) ring, (d) mesh, (e) tree. Topologies (b) and (e) have central nodes which organize the network. —— 332

Fig. 9.2: Two instruments with their own internal clock. The data stored in each internal data logger are thus not synchronized. The analog outputs are acquired by an external data logger with a unique internal clock which permits the samples to be synchronized. —— 334

Fig. 9.3: Digital data is converted into a physical signal by the Digital Communication Equipment and vice versa. The physical medium conveys the signal between both DCE. —— 335

Fig. 9.4: (a) Digital symbols at the DCE input are converted into output levels on the physical medium; (b) NRZ code; (c) bipolar code. —— 337
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Fig. 9.13: Pseudo random sequences. (a) Sent by the satellite. (b) Receiver generated. Δt is the time needed to travel from satellite to receiver. — 357

Fig. 9.14: Schematic of a memory — 359
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Fig. 10.2: Nomenclature used in satellite’s geometry — 371
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Fig. 10.5: An array of antennas receiving electromagnetic energy scattered by a particle (source). The distances between the particle and the antennas are d1, d2, d3 and d4. — 385

Fig. 10.6: The scattering source is irradiated by the transmitting antenna from four different positions. The scattered signals are received back by the receiving antenna at its successive positions. — 387
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Fig. 10.8: The emitted pulse is a signal linearly modulated in frequency whose central frequency is f0 and the bandwidth is Δf. The Network Delay produces a linear retard as a function of frequency. — 389

Fig. 10.9: Tx is the transmitted chirp, B is the chirp bandwidth and T the chirp length. Reference is a replica of the transmitted signal delayed a deramp time D. The received echo is delayed td with respect to Reference. The time td can be obtained from Δf. — 390

Fig. 10.10: Schematic of the sea surface backscatter coefficient as a function of wind direction for several wind speeds (different letters A-E) and for a fixed incidence angle. — 392

Fig. 10.11: (a) A curved wave front arriving at the Earth’s surface. As the pulse hits a plane surface (b) the footprint changes as a function of time (c). The shape of the echo is, up to some point, proportional to the footprint area (d). — 396
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Fig. 11.1: Some failures beginning at FDI are observed in the data recorded: (a) the instrument begins to record a constant value; (b) data alternates between zero and out of scale; (c) noise appears
preventing the signal from being rescued; (d) the instrument measures intermittently because of random failures; (e) there is a circumstantial cause producing a partial loss of data.  

Fig. 11.2: Different ways in which instruments pass from correct operating condition to fault condition. The top horizontal line on the left indicates proper operating condition, and the low line on the right indicates fault condition. (a) The instrument passes abruptly from one condition to the other at FDI. (b) Some failure begins at FDI but the instrument alternates correct operation and fault condition. (c) The data quality suffers from a gradual deterioration until the instrument stops working at FDI.  

Fig. 11.3: Record of an instrument in a correct working condition that produces a time series with areas in which the signal to noise ratio is very low. In those sections, indicated by a gray rectangle, it is not possible to recover the signal and these pieces of the record must be removed.  

Fig. 11.4: Level outputs as recorded by the five data loggers with pressure sensors (Data courtesy of Leandro Rodrigues Capitulo and Eduardo E. Kruse, Faculty of Natural Sciences, National University of La Plata).  

Fig. 11.5: Outputs of the four data loggers selected for field work when the measured average level is subtracted. All instruments have quite stable outputs. Manufacturer calibration was used. L2 and L5 measured closer to the average than the others.  

Fig. 11.6: Water level recorded by the sensors at the moment they were submerged in water.  

Fig. 11.7: Setup for testing a pressure sensor dynamically. An elastic cylinder (orange balloon) was connected to the sensor (top right) and to a valve (top left). The balloon is inflated through the valve by means of a manual pump.  

Fig. 11.8: Oscilloscope record of the sensor output when the balloon blows up.